Allosteric regulation of the access channels to the Rb+ occlusion sites of (Na+ + K+)-ATPase.
Previous work on the role of occluded Rb+ (a K+ substitute) in the reaction cycle of (Na+ + K+)-ATPase has focused on the kinetics of the dissociation of the enzyme-Rb+ complex at 20-24 degrees C. Doing experiments at 4 degrees C, we have made the following observations on the equilibrium binding levels and the kinetics of binding and release of Rb+. 1) The plot of bound Rb+ as a function of [Rb+] showed occupancy of high affinity sites, followed by binding to sites of lower affinity. The estimated number of Rb+ sites/active site was two to three, but a higher number was not ruled out. Release of bound Rb+ was slow and not monoexponential, the major portion being in a pool with a half-life of 4-5 h. Dissociation curves were identical at different levels of site occupancy. Rb+ binding also had fast and slow phases, requiring about 24 h to reach steady state at vastly different [Rb+]. These data suggest that (a) Rb+ occlusion sites are confined within the protein matrix and connected to the medium by narrow access channels that are heterogeneous in size, and (b) channel heterogeneity is distinct from differences in occlusion site affinities. 2) ATP, at a low affinity allosteric site, had no significant effect on the maximal level of bound Rb+ at any [Rb+], but it accelerated both the fast and the slow phases of Rb+ binding and release, and it increased the ratio of fast to slow phases. Evidently, ATP activates the channels (lowers the energy barrier for access) without altering binding site affinities. 3) Na+ was a competitive inhibitor of Rb+ at the occluded sites, but it also acted at an allosteric site to activate the access channels. Rb+ and K+ also had allosteric effects: although they did not affect the access channels directly, they blocked the allosteric effect of Na+. 4) Ouabain was an access channel inhibitor. It reduced the rates of binding and release of Rb+, blocked channel activation by ATP and Na+, but seemed to have no effect on the events at the occluded sites. The existence of heterogeneous access channels to the ion transport sites and the demonstration of channel regulation by the physiological ligands of the enzyme suggest the necessity of the inclusion of such allosteric mechanisms in the reaction cycle of (Na+ + K+)-ATPase.